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ABSTRACT
Generally, the laser Doppler and phase Doppler techniques are considered point measurement techniques,
because they achieve a high enough spatial resolution that the measured quantities can be considered
constant over the transit time of the tracer particle or dispersed particle through the measurement volume.
In most applications this is an appropriate assumption and the signal processing must provide only one
single value of each velocity component or particle size for each particle. However, in some situations this
may not be sufficient.
The phase difference in a phase Doppler system can vary when an oscillating droplet passes through
the measurement volume. Appropriate signal processing can provide considerable information about
droplet shape and oscillation frequency/state by estimating these phase difference variations within one
signal. Similarly, a tracer particle or dispersed particle under acceleration results in a change of Doppler
signal frequency during passage through the detection volume of a laser Doppler system (figure 1). This
information can be interpreted directly as the material derivative of the particle velocity, and is an
important quantity in the formulation of Lagrangian stochastic models for simulating turbulent flows in
which transport is of primary interest.
However, existing signal processors for the laser Doppler technique do not attempt estimates of this
frequency variation, despite the fact of that most processors are now fully digitally based and could
implement — possibly in firmware — virtually any parameter estimator. Acceleration can be measured
using a laser Doppler system by estimating the change of signal frequency with time. Three estimators are
introduced for estimating the acceleration parameter from Doppler signals (figure 2). The performance is
evaluated by examining the bias and comparing the variance to the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound. Validation
experiments are performed in a laminar stagnation flow.
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Figure 1: A simulated burst signal of an accelerated particle with added noise

Figure 2: Classification of the signal processing algorithms

1.

INTRODUCTION

Measuring the acceleration of a tracer particle in a flow provides a direct estimate of the Lagrangian
material derivative, e.g. for a cartesian coordinate system and for the u velocity component
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In principal therefore, the laser Doppler technique, particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) or particle image
velocimetry (PIV) can be used to estimate the Lagrangian acceleration if temporal changes of velocity
can be registered. Christensen and Adrian [3] have recently explored this possibility with PIV, presenting
as a first step an estimation of the possible accuracy in the presence of noise.
There are various motivations for measuring the Lagrangian acceleration in turbulent flows. These all
relate to the fact that the Lagrangian acceleration appears on the left-hand-side of the Navier-Stokes
equations, e.g. in cartesian coordinates omitting body forces and for an incompressible, Newtonian fluid
Dui
∂ui
∂ui
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where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Thus, the fluid particle acceleration can be attributed to
pressure gradient and viscous forces. Hill and Thoroddsen [7] attempted to measure the fluid-particle acceleration by measuring the right-hand-side of equation (2) using hot-wire anemometry, Taylor’s hypothesis and assuming local isotropy. They conclude that a spatial resolution on the order of the Kolmogorov
microscale is needed to obtain the acceleration due to the viscous force, whereas about half that resolution is needed for the pressure-gradient correlation. A direct measurement of the Lagrangian correlation
would therefore be very attractive if then such spatial resolution requirements could be relaxed.
Lagrangian stochastic models using fluid-particle acceleration have been proposed for simulating turbulent
flows in which transport is of primary interest. Such statistics were already discussed in Lin [15] or in
Monin and Yaglom [18] for isotropic, homogeneous turbulence. Most models refer back to Kolmogorov’s
1941 hypotheses [10, 11], which to date have not been tested.
Acceleration is often discussed in relation to Taylor’s hypothesis, which essentially postulates that the
local and advective terms of acceleration cancel [6], i.e. for a one-dimensional flow ∂/∂t = u∂/∂x. Most
studies to date examine acceleration using direct numerical simulations and are restricted therefore to
relatively low Reynolds numbers [23, 25, 28]. Experimental investigations of fluid acceleration statistics
are not abundant but do include studies using various techniques: hot-wire anemometry [7], particle
tracking [27] and most recently particle-imaging velocimetry [3].
For locally isotropic turbulence, the mean square of the turbulent acceleration can be expressed as
hai aj i = a0 ε3/2 ν −1/2 δij

(3)

where ε is the rate of dissipation of mechanical energy per unit mass and a0 is a universal numerical
constant ([18], p.369). Hence, a measurement of local acceleration does provide a means for estimating
dissipation rate in some cases. Since ε ∝ U 3 /L [26], where U and L are characteristic velocity and length
scales then


hai ai i1/2 ∝ U 9/4 / L3/4 ν 1/4
(4)
This indicates that the turbulent acceleration fluctuations will increase rapidly with an increasing characteristic velocity U .
More recently, Voth et al [27] have questioned over what Reynolds number range a0 can still be considered
constant. A direct measurement of acceleration in a flow with known dissipation dependencies, e.g. a
turbulent free jet, would allow this hypothesis to be tested directly [19].
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Figure 3: Relation between the sound frequency and the acceleration
A second motivation for measuring acceleration can be found in the field of acoustics, namely to measure
directly the local sound pressure level (SPL) in dB. Figure 3 reflects the relation between the frequency
and the acceleration for typical values of the medium density (1.18 kg/m3 ) the sound speed (340 m/s)
and the SPL.
In the following section several estimators of signal frequency changes are introduced. This is followed
by an evaluation of their performance using simulated signals (section 3). In section 4 an experiment
is presented to validate the estimators. Also the important question of tracer-particle slip is addressed.
Finally, in section 5 some overall conclusions are drawn.

2.

ESTIMATION OF SIGNAL FREQUENCY VARIATIONS

In this section three estimators for the changes of frequency within a single laser Doppler signal are
introduced and their performance is studied using simulated signals. All estimators investigated use a
signal model as a basis and these models are first introduced, together with the pre-processing steps
required to meet the constraints of the respective models. The three estimators can be classified as nonparametric, direct parametric and iterative parametric (figure 4), in increasing degree of complexity. The
estimators have several options of signal processing details (windowing, weighting, spectral interpolation)
as indicated in figure 4, leading to a non-usable number of different algorithms. However, these options
are discussed more generally, since the influence to the estimation results are similar for these three
estimator classes.
2.1

Signal Model and Pre-processing Steps

Particle acceleration is detected in the laser Doppler technique by a change of signal frequency. The
simplest signal model incorporating such acceleration is therefore a sine wave with a linear change in
time of the fundamental frequency
f (t) = γ(t − T ) + fm
(5)
where γ is the acceleration coefficient [t.u.−2 ] (t.u.=arbitrary time unit) and fm [t.u.−1 ] is the signal
frequency at the midpoint of the burst t = T , known also as the arrival time or time of maximum signal
amplitude. The particle acceleration a [m/t.u.2 ] is obtained using a = γ∆x, where ∆x is the interference
fringe spacing of the laser Doppler system. The use of an arbitrary time unit instead of dimensional time
units indicates that the estimation procedures can be scaled arbitrarily. Therefore, it is possible to use
the algorithms and results for very fast and also for slow processes without changes.
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Figure 4: Classification of the signal processing algorithms with specific options
Using equation (5) for the instantaneous frequency a corresponding signal model can be derived. The
change of signal phase with time is simply
∂ϕ
= 2πf (t) = 2π [γ(t − T ) + fm ] ,
∂t

(6)

and integration yields the instantaneous phase
ϕ(t) = πγ(t − T )2 + 2πfm (t − T ) + φ

(7)

An approprate signal then becomes


u(t) = A(t − T ) cos πγ(t − T )2 + 2πfm (t − T ) + φ
where A(t − T ) is the envelope amplitude. Using a discrete signal with a Gaussian envelope yields




u(tk ) = A exp −η(tk − T )2 cos πγ(tk − T )2 + 2πfm (tk − T ) + φ
k = 0...N − 1

(8)

(9)

with the burst width parameter η [t.u.−2 ]. Figure 5 illustrates a simulated burst signal from an accelerated
particle, including added white noise.
By estimating the instantaneous Doppler frequency fˆ(t) throughout the burst, the midpoint frequency
fm and the acceleration parameter γ can be derived directly using a linear fit to the data. However,
any estimate of the instantaneous Doppler frequency requires a finite number of data samples from the
signal. Therefore, to obtain the Doppler frequency as a function of the time, a sliding window is required,
in the most simple case a rectangular function. However, this window function is not well suited to
Doppler bursts, since the signal amplitude at the window edges is high, hence the window truncates the
signal. This leads to a biased frequency estimate. Therefore, smooth window functions are preferred, e.g.
Hanning, Hamming or Blackman windows.
A second effect leading to biased frequency estimates is the influence of the signal amplitude as a weighting
factor. The varying amplitude at the tails of the burst signal leads to an asymmetry in the time domain,
hence to a distorted spectrum with a translation of the maximum peak. A frequency estimation based
on a spectral peak interpolation does not lead to an accurate estimate of the midpoint frequency fm .
Therefore, an equalization of the signal amplitude throughout the burst is required. This can be achieved
by using a normalization with the instantaneous amplitude of the envelope. The envelope of the burst
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Figure 5: A simulated burst signal from an accelerated particle with added noise.
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Figure 6: Amplitude-equalized Doppler burst from an accelerated particle.
signal can be calculated from the analytical signal, which can be derived using the Hilbert transform H
[1]. The equalized signal ũ(tk ) then can be calculated through
ũ(tk ) =

û(tk )
|û(tk ) + i H{û}(tk )|

(10)

with the imaginary unit i and the (noisy) measured signal û(tk ). Figure 6 shows the result of the
equalization using the simulated burst from figure 5.
Note, that the equalization procedure removes all information related to the envelope of the signal,
including the arrival time and the burst width. Therefore, the signal detection and acquisition must
be performed very carefully to insure that the signal is centered within the observation window, thus
avoiding biased midpoint frequency estimates. Furthermore, the burst width and arrival time estimates
are not related to the signal anymore. They are given through the window function, which influences the
derivation of the CRLB.
2.2

Non-Parametric Estimation

A sliding window is passed over the equalized burst signal; in this case a Hanning window with a width
of 150 t.u. is used. For each point in time, the instantaneous Doppler frequency is estimated using the
spectral peak interpolation method based on a parabolic fit to the maximum point in the logarithmic
spectrum and the two neighbouring points [5, 8]. Since the frequency is a statistical value, these are only
averaged estimates over the window width. Therefore, the estimated frequency-time function has only
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Figure 7: The frequency-time function of the Doppler burst from an accelerated particle.
a limited dynamic response. However, this is important only for non-linear frequency changes, while a
linear dependence can be correctly captured (figure 7).
A linear fit to the frequency-time function yields directly the midpoint frequency fm and the frequency
gradient γ. However, the calculation of the complete frequency-time function is costly. A useful simplification of the procedure is to calculate the instantaneous frequency at only two points T1 and T2 = T1 +∆T
and to derive the frequency parameters directly as
fˆ(T1 ) + fˆ(T2 )
2
fˆ(T2 ) − fˆ(T1 )
γ=
∆T

fm =

(11)
(12)

This is the estimation procedure described in [12, 13], which is found to be very robust. Note that these
authors used a linear spectral interpolation scheme [16].
The window type, width and the location of the two windows relative to the burst center are parameters
of the method, which can optimize the estimation results in terms of bias and estimation variance. In
this study the entire signal is split at the midpoint and the two windows (Hanning) are centered over the
two subsignals.
2.3

Direct Parametric Estimation

For an assumed signal of the form given in equation (9), a direct parameter estimator in the frequency
domain is now introduced. To derive the Fourier transform of this signal, first the reduced model without
acceleration


u(tk ) = A exp −η(tk − T )2 cos [2πfD (tk − T ) + φ] k = 0 . . . N − 1
(13)
is discussed. Using
ei x + e−i x
2
with the imaginary unit i , the following expression for the signal is obtained.
cos x =

u(tk ) =


A
exp −η(tk − T )2 + i [2πfD (tk − T ) + φ]
2

A
+ exp −η(tk − T )2 − i [2πfD (tk − T ) + φ] .
2

(14)

(15)

The discrete Fourier transform of this signal is
D{u(tk )}(fj ) =

N
−1
X

u(tk ) exp(−2π i fj tk ) =

k=0

N
−1
X

u(tk ) exp(−2π i kj/N )

(16)

k=0

  12


π
exp −π 2 (fj − fD )2 η −1 − i (2πfj T − φ)
η
 1


Afs π 2
+
exp −π 2 (fj + fD )2 η −1 − i (2πfj T + φ)
2
η

Afs
=
2

(17)

where fs = 1 t.u.−1 is the sampling frequency.
For the signal model with acceleration, the term πγ(tk − T )2 appears and η can be replaced by η − i πγ
or η + i πγ respectively, which leads to



A
exp −η(tk − T )2 + i πγ(tk − T )2 + 2πfm (tk − T ) + φ
2



A
+ exp −η(tk − T )2 − i πγ(tk − T )2 + 2πfm (tk − T ) + φ
2

A
= exp −(η − i πγ)(tk − T )2 + i [2πfm (tk − T ) + φ]
2

A
+ exp −(η + i πγ)(tk − T )2 − i [2πfm (tk − T ) + φ]
2

u(tk ) =

and for the discrete Fourier transform

 12


Afs
π
D{u(tk )}(fj ) =
exp −π 2 (fj − fm )2 (η − i πγ)−1 − i (2πfj T − φ)
2
η − i πγ

 12


Afs
π
+
exp −π 2 (fj + fm )2 (η + i πγ)−1 − i (2πfj T + φ)
2
η + i πγ

(18)

(19)

Assuming no interference of the spectral peaks at fm and −fm and all repetitions thereof, only the range
of frequencies between 0 and fs /2 is required, yielding
Afs
D{u(tk )}(fj ) =
2



π
η − i πγ

 12



exp −π 2 (fj − fm )2 (η − i πγ)−1 − i (2πfj T − φ)

(20)

Using the substitution
η − i πγ = Bei P = exp(ln B + i P )

(21)

the discrete Fourier transform becomes

√
ln B
P
Afs π
exp −
− i − π 2 (fj − fm )2
D{u(tk )}(fj ) =
2
2
2

× exp(− ln B − i P ) − i (2πfj T − φ)

(22)

and its complex logarithm
√ 
Afs π
ln B
π 2 cos(−P )
−
−
(fj − fm )2
2
2
B


P
π 2 sin(−P )
2
+i −2πfj T + φ − −
(fj − fm )
2
B


ln{D{u(tk )}(fj )} = ln

(23)

yields the amplitude and the phase spectrum, which both are of second order.
ln{D{u(tk )}(fj )} = a1 (fj − fm )2 + c1 +i [a2 (fj − fm )2 + b2 (fj − fm ) + c2 ]
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
amplitude spectrum
phase spectrum

(24)

with
a1 = −

π 2 cos(−P )
B

 √ 
A π
ln B
−
2
2
2
π sin(−P )
a2 = −
B
b2 = −2πT
P
c2 = φ − − 2πfm T.
2
c1 = ln

(25)

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

With the argument fj −fm , the parabola of the amplitude spectrum has no linear part. Hence, the Doppler
frequency can be derived from the maximum of the amplitude spectrum even with an acceleration. This
is the reason why a normal spectral interpolation technique can be used to estimate the center frequency
of a burst from an accelerated particle. Since this is also valid for a part of the burst, the non-parametric
method described above is able to derive the correct center frequency for each window position.
This analysis leads directly to an appropriate estimation procedure. The measured discrete burst signal
û(tk ) is transformed to the frequency domain
Û (fj ) = D{û(tk )}

(30)

using the discrete Fourier transform (equation (16)). The absolute magnitude and the argument of this
complex function yield the amplitude spectrum |Û (fj )| and the phase spectrum ϕ̂(fj ) = arg(Û (fj )). In
the amplitude spectrum |Û (fj )|, the maximum is sought. The logarithm of the maximum value and
the two neighbours is the base for a three-point parabolic interpolation of the frequency. The midpoint
frequency fˆm corresponds to the frequency at which the maximum point of the parabola occurs. This
procedure is similar to the spectral peak interpolation for the case without acceleration, except that now
the absolute magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform is used directly instead of the power spectral
density.
After the correction of 2π ambiguities, a parabolic interpolation is also performed in the phase spectrum.
The coefficients of both interpolation parabolas (logarithmic amplitude and phase spectrum) have to be
transformed to the argument f − fˆm . Hence the linear coefficient of the parabola in the logarithmic
amplitude spectrum disappears. The other coefficients are as in equation (24). For these coefficients the
system of equations (25)–(29) leads to
π2
|a1 + i a2 |
P = arg{−a1 + i a2 }
B
γ̂ = − sin P
π
η̂ = B cos P
b2
T̂ = −
2π


2
ln B
Â = √ exp c1 +
2
fs π
P
φ̂ = c2 + + 2πfm T
2

B=

(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)

This procedure yields reliable results for signals resembling the assumed model. However, it is very
sensitive to distortions of the envelope. The effect is significant, since the model does not consider the
correlation of the burst length and the particle velocity. This leads to a distorted envelope for accelerated
particles because of the varying velocity during the passage of the measurement volume. Furthermore, the

signal envelope is influenced by slits on the receiving aperture, non-linear amplifiers, filters and window
functions. Thus, the direct estimator generally yields biased results.
To improve this estimate, an equalization of the signal amplitude using equation (10) and a windowing
function are performed. Because of the sensitivity of the procedure to distortions of the envelope only a
Gaussian window is appropriate.
" 
2 #
k
1
w(tk ) = exp −ξ
−
(38)
N −1 2
The signal u(tk ) is presumed to be centered in the signal record with Tm = (N − 1)/(2fs ). The width
parameter ξ can be chosen arbitrarily, an acceptable compromise between the estimation bias and the
estimation variance can be obtained using ξ = 40.
2.4

Iterative Parametric Estimator

The aim of an iterative parameter estimator is to improve (optimize) a parameter set stepwise, leading
to a model of the signal u(tk ) which is as close as possible to the measured signal û(tk ). As a figure of
merit, the L2 norm
N
−1
X
2
e=
wk [û(tk ) − u(tk )]
(39)
k=0

is normally used, which has to be minimized (method of least squares). For Gaussian distributed noise,
this leads to the maximum likelihood estimator. For other noise distributions, this is not the best
estimator. However, in most cases the accuracy of the L2 norm is sufficient and the estimation is very
robust. The additional weighting factors wk are necessary in the case of non-constant noise power. They
can be used to suppress the influence of very noisy signal parts to the results and to emphasize signal
parts with low noise.
Ideally, the minimum of the L2 norm could be derived explicitly; however, this is only possible for very
simple signal models. Normally therefore, the minimization of the L2 norm proceeds iteratively, improving
the model parameters stepwise. The initial parameter set can be obtained using for example one of the
procedures described before.
Since the signal is influenced by various effects which distort the envelope, the ideal burst model (equation (9)) is not practicable for real signals. To obtain signals with a known envelope a pre-processing
step is necessary, e.g. the equalization step of the non-parametric estimator (equation (10)), yielding the
signal ũ(tk ) with a constant amplitude of 1. The appropriate signal model is then


u(tk ) = cos πγ(tk − T )2 + 2πfm (tk − T ) + φ
(40)
with the parameter vector



γ
α =  fm 
φ
Since the equalization yields a signal with time dependent noise power, a Hanning window


2πk
wk = 0.5 − 0.5 cos
N −1

(41)

(42)

is used as a weighting function. The original signal is presumed to be centered in the signal record with
Tm = (N − 1)/(2fs ).
The parameter optimum is then given through the system of equations




∂e
∂γ
∂e
∂fm
∂e
∂φ



=0

(43)

Table 1: Parameter specification for the bias investigation
Parameter
N
T
η
A
γ
fm
φ

value
512
255.5
3.06 × 10−5
1.0
1.0 × 10−6 . . . 1.5 × 10−4
0.04
0 . . . 2π

unit
specification
−
t.u.
0.5(N − 1) t.u.
t.u.−2 8(N − 1)−2 t.u.−2
a.u.
t.u.−2
t.u.−1
rad

To solve this system, a tangent algorithm is used, leading to the iteration step from the (n)-th to the
(n + 1)-st estimate

 
 ∂2e
∂2e
∂2e
∂e 
γ (n) − γ (n+1)
∂γ 2 ∂γ∂fm ∂γ∂φ
∂γ
 ∂2e



 ∂e 
(n+1) 
∂2e
∂ 2 e   (n)

(44)
 +  ∂fm  = 0
 ∂γ∂fm ∂fm2 ∂fm ∂φ   fm − fm
2
2
2
∂e
∂ e
∂ e
∂ e
φ(n) − φ(n+1)
∂φ
∂γ∂φ ∂f ∂φ ∂φ2
m

To prevent divergence after each iteration step, the parameter range and the convexity of the figure-ofmerit are monitored using
0 < fm < fs /2
∂2e
∂γ 2
2

∂ e
2
∂fm

(45)

>0

(46)

>0

(47)

Note that the convexity check is not necessary for the phase, because of its periodicity.
This procedure yields bias free and almost efficient estimates of the midpoint frequency fm and the
acceleration parameter γ over a wide range of signal parameters. However, this iterative procedure
requires reliable pre-estimates of the parameters. Therefore, the maximum allowable noise power is
dictated by the pre-estimation procedure used. The non-parametric estimation also yields reliable results
with a fraction of the computational costs. On the other hand, the possibility to expand the signal model
to higher order derivatives of the velocity may be an important advantage for some applications.

3.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

To demonstrate the performance of the estimation routines, a numerical simulation has been performed
using the signal




û(tk ) = A exp −η(tk − T )2 cos πγ(tk − T )2 + 2πfm (tk − T ) + φ
k = 0...N − 1
(48)
which is equal to the signal model (equation (9)). The signal parameters are given in table 1. To obtain
the influence of the acceleration parameter, the true γ was varied in 25 steps between 0.00001 t.u.−2 and
0.0003 t.u.−2 .
For each simulated and equalized signal, the acceleration parameter γ were calculated using the three
estimators with a Hanning window/weighting scheme and with a Gauss window/weighting scheme.
In figure 8a the empirical expectation of the three estimation methods are shown for a Hanning window/weighting scheme. The direct parametric method clearly shows a varying bias over the varied
acceleration parameter γ. The bias of the other two methods is significantly smaller. The cause of the
biased estimates of the direct parametric method is the non-ideal window function. This method uses
the parabola interpolation to estimate the parameters. As shown in the derivation of the method, this is
suitable only for a Gaussian envelope of the signal. A function with an envelope obtained by a Hanning
window leads to biased estimates of the acceleration parameter.
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Figure 8: Bias of the acceleration parameter estimate (a) Hanning window/weighting and (b) Gauss
window/weighting.
Table 2: Parameter specification for the estimation variance investigation
Parameter
N
T
η
A
γ
fm
φ
σn2

value
512
255.5
3.06 × 10−5
1.0
7.5 × 10−5
0.04
0 . . . 2π
0.01

unit
specification
−
t.u.
0.5(N − 1) t.u.
t.u.−2 8(N − 1)−2 t.u.−2
a.u.
t.u.−2
t.u.−1
rad
a.u.2

Better results can be obtained using the Gauss window, which can improve also the performance of the
non-parametric method. An appropriate weighting scheme can be applied to the iterative parameter
estimation. Figure 8b shows the results of the modified methods. The bias of both, the direct parametric
and the non-parametric method, is reduced significantly.
In both diagramms the iterative paramtric estimation is clearly superior. It has almost no bias over
the entire range of the acceleration parameter variation. Furthermore, this is independent of the used
weighting scheme (Hanning or Gauss), indicating the high robustness of this estimator.
A second numerical simulation was performed to derive the estimation variance of the methods using the
signal


û(tk ) = A exp −η(tk − T )2


× cos πγ(tk − T )2 + 2πfm (tk − T ) + φ + nk
k = 0...N − 1
(49)
which is the same signal model as used above but with an additional noise component nk . The signal
parameters are given in table 2. The noise is uncorrelated and Gaussian distributed. 1 000 independent
realisations were generated to derive the empirical variance of the estimation.
Table 3 shows the efficiency of the estimation methods as a ratio of the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)
[9, 20, 22] to the empirical estimation variance of the acceleration parameter. The higher this ratio the
better the algorithm. A value of 1.0 indicates an efficient estimator.
No algorithm reaches the CRLB, because all require the equalization step to derive an envelope-independent
signal. This reduces the information content of the signal. The iterative parameter estimation comes
closest to the CRLB compared to the other statistical methods. In all cases the modified algorithms
using a Gauss window/weighting scheme have a higher estimation variance than the original procedures
using the Hanning window/weighting scheme. The Gaussian window/weighting function can be scaled in

Table 3: Efficiency of the estimation methods (estimation of the acceleration parameter) given as the
CRLB-to-estimation variance ratio
Estimation Method Hanning Window/Weighting Gauss Window/Weighting
Non-Parameric
0.182
0.134
Direct Parameric
0.002
0.020
Iterative Parameric
0.723
0.262

width. However, this is always a compromise between the bias due to the non-zero values at the edges of
the window and the usable signal information. To insure a very low estimation bias, the window must be
chosen narrow. On the other hand, this reduces the usable signal information and increases the estimation variance, which is the price paid for the smaller bias. The direct parametric estimation, however, is
very sensitive to deviations of the envelope shape and yields reliable results only for the narrow Gaussian
window function.
In summary, of the three investigated estimators for the acceleration, the iterative parametric estimator
consistently yields the lowest bias and variance. The direct parametric estimate can be significantly
improved using a Gauss amplitude window. The bias of the non-parametric estimate can also be reduced
using a Gauss amplitude window. However, the estimation variance increases. This is the price paid for
the smaller bias. On the other hand, this method exhibits a lower sensitivity to envelope irregularities
than the other estimators, i.e. it is quite robust and, compared to the iterative parametric estimation, it
is very simple.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

To illustrate the measurement of particle acceleration, a steady stagnation flow has been used. A onevelocity component laser Doppler system working with a He-Ne laser (15 mW) in forward scatter was
used. The full intersection angle was 7.7 °. The e−1 diameter of the illumination volume was 330 µm and
the maximum number of stationary fringes was 70 (4.7 µm fringe spacing). A beam waist adjustment
was used in the transmitting optics to position the beam waist at the point of beam intersection. With
a Rayleigh length of approximately 100 mm, the fringe non-uniformities according to Miles [17] will
be insignificant within the measurement accuracy of this system. A set frequency shift of 3.281 MHz
(±0.2 %) was applied using a rotating grating. A filter of bandwidth 1 MHz to 12 MHz was used prior
to digitisation. The signal frequency was in the range 3 MHz to 6 MHz, thus no significant influence
of the filters on the spectral content of the signal was expected. Atomized droplets with a maximum
diameter of 2 µm were used as tracer particles generated by a Dantec SAFEX fog generator (30 % indide
fog fluid/standard and 70 % water).
The signals were digitized using a transient recorder (70 Msamples/s, 512 samples) and processed using
the non-parameteric estimator (Hanning window). The maximum measurable mean velocity, accounting
for acceleration, was about 15 m/s. At each measurement point 4 000 signals were used to compute mean
statistics.
The stagnation flow consisted of a free air jet issuing from a 35 mm diameter nozzle into a 200 mm
diameter and 300 mm long chamber with diametrically opposed windows. A cylindrical rod of diameter
d = 5 mm was positioned on the jet axis such that its flat end face was 1.5 nozzle diameters from the
nozzle exit. Measurements of the axial velocity component were performed along the jet centerline. The
results of these measurements are shown in figure 9, using as an abscissa the normalized distance from
the stagnation surface, x/d.
Figure 9a shows the mean velocity, normalized with the centerline velocity far removed from the stagnation
surface. Figure 9b shows the local turbulence level, i.e. the measured standard deviation of the velocity
fluctuations divided by the local mean velocity. These results indicate that the flow is laminar, with an
asymptotic turbulence level far from the cylinder of less than 2 %.
For this steady flow and for measurements along the jet centerline the material derivative of the particle
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Figure 9: Measurement results from the stagnation flow (a) normalized mean velocity (b) local turbulence
level (c) measured and computed flow acceleration (d) standard deviation of measured acceleration
velocity simplifies to
D
∂u
=u
(50)
Dt
∂x
i.e. the particle acceleration consists only of a convective part. The left-hand side can be measured directly
and the right-hand side can be computed from the mean velocity profile. The comparison of these two
values is shown in figure 9c, indicating rather good agreement. Noteworthy is the large numerical value
of acceleration involved (up to 18 000 m/s2 ).
In figure 9d the standard deviation of the measured acceleration is shown. This quantity exhibits an
almost constant value of 50 000 m/s2 , considerably larger than the mean value itself. To put this value
of standard deviation into perspective, the specifications of the optical system were used to express the
value in terms of a variance of the acceleration parameters, i.e. σγ̂2 . A value of σγ̂2 = 5 × 10−12 t.u.−4 was
obtained. Furthermore, several individual signals were analysed to estimate their noise power, resulting
in an estimation range of 10−5 < σn2 < 10−4 [a.u.2 ]. For these noise levels, an acceleration parameter
variance of σγ̂2 < 10−13 t.u.−4 can be expected on the basis of estimator variance alone. The conclusion
reached by comparing this value to the measured value (σγ̂2 = 5 × 10−12 t.u.−4 ) is that the measured
acceleration was physical acceleration variations of the flow and not just statistical fluctuations of the
estimator.
One point of discussion is whether the seed particles are able to follow all flow fluctuations at the
measured values of acceleration. The equation of particle motion applicable in this case is known as the
Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation. In this equation, as discussed in detail in [4] the terms accounting for
unsteadiness include the virtual mass term and the Basset “history” term. For typical tracer particles
of diameter dp < 4 µm in air, the latter term becomes insignificant and the particle response exhibits a

low-pass filter behaviour with a time constant equal to
τ=

d2p (%p + 12 %f )
mp + 12 mf
=
3µπdp
18µ

(51)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the medium, mp , dp and %p are the mass, the diameter and the
density of the particle, mf and %f are the virtual mass and the density of the fluid.
For a jump of the flow velocity uf the particle velocity up follows with an exponentially decreasing slip
s=

|up − uf |
|uf |

(52)

Because of the linear character of such a system, a continuously increasing velocity (ramp function) the
particle velocity stays behind the flow velocity. The velocity difference increases and becomes asymptotically a constant value. Hence, the particle acceleration increases and ends asymptotically at the value
of the flow acceleration. Defining an acceleration slip as
sa =

|ap − af |
|af |

(53)

yields an exponentially decreasing value with the same time constant as given in equation (51).
Therefore, particles which can follow the flow velocity sufficiently also follow the flow acceleration appropriately. Nonetheless, it is still necessary to check whether the time constant of the tracer particles given
in equation (51) is small enough to follow the velocity fluctuations over the entire frequency range with
significant spectral power densities [2, 21].

5.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In summary, of the three investigated estimators for the acceleration, the iterative parametric estimator
consistently yields the lowest bias and variance, followed in general by the direct parametric and the nonparametric estimation. This directly corresponds to the required computational effort. For a practical
application a useful compromise must be found between the required accuracy of the signal parameters
and the available data rate. To extend present laser Doppler systems for measurement of acceleration, the
non-parametric method is attractive because of its simplicity and robustness and because this method
exhibits a lower sensitivity to envelope irregularities than the other estimators. The measured signal
must be equalized using for example a discrete Hilbert transform, which can be realized with an FFT
routine. Two Gaussian window functions extending over 2/3 of the signal duration and shifted by 1/3
yield two fractional signals, which can be analysed separately using standard frequency estimators known
from laser Doppler signal processing (e.g. spectral interpolation). These two frequency estimates directly
correspond to the midpoint frequencies of the fractional signals, which can be easily converted to the
midpoint frequency of the entire burst and the acceleration. Furthermore, by choosing the width of the
Gaussian window function, a balance between the bias and the variance of the estimation can be adjusted.
Good results has been obtained with ξ = 40 (equation (38)).
This paper has focused on appropriate estimators for acceleration and their performance in terms of expectation and variance. However, in an actual measurement system, also possible systematic errors must
be considered, the most important being the fringe uniformity. Depending on the expected trajectories of
the particles, both the longitudinal and transverse changes of fringe spacing must be considered. As mentioned in section 4, the Rayleigh length, given by lR = πrω2 /λ is the main influencing parameter of fringe
non-uniformity for a system in which the waists of the two beams are well-aligned with each other. Here
rω is the beam waist radius and λ is the wavelength. Miles [17] provides expressions for fringe spacing as
a function of lR and position within the measurement volume. Fringe non-uniformity increases sharply
for highly focussed beams or for small intersection angles. In many systems therefore, this systematic
error may already exceed the estimator bias and the choice of estimator is no longer critical. In such
cases, a non-parametric estimator with a Hanning window function may already be adequate, since it
exhibits a bias of the midpoint frequency of less than 0.2 % and for the acceleration parameter less than
6 %.

Extending the signal processing from only frequency estimation to also acceleration estimation adds one
more degree of freedom. To achieve the same performance (estimator variance), the signal quality must
therefore be higher, or for the same signal quality, the estimator variance will increase. For the nonparametric estimator with a Gaussian window (ξ = 40) a variance ratio of 1.2 of the frequency estimation
has been found. That means that it is possible to estimate the acceleration from a given Doppler burst
with an increased variance of the frequency estimate of 20 %. Note that a frequency estimation without an
acceleration estimation in the presence of acceleration leads to a false interpretation, because a constant
frequency is assumed. The smaller estimator variance does not necessary imply higher accuracy.
Alternatively, the above statement can be interpreted in terms of SNR. To achieve a given frequency
estimator variance, an increase in SNR of 0.8 dB is necessary if also acceleration is being estimated.
The present experiments indicate that the numerical values of acceleration encountered in turbulent
flows are high. The verification results in figure 9c indicate that these results are reliable. Also other
investigations confirm that such high values are plausible [14, 24]. Furthermore, the estimations performed
for the present laser Doppler system show that the estimation variance is smaller than the measured
acceleration variance by a factor of approximately 10−2 . Thus, it can be concluded that the methods
introduced here are very appropriate for the measurement of acceleration in turbulent flows.
Finally, the application of these methods to measure acoustic waves can be examined. This will depend
very much on the circumstances. If the acoustic wave is present in stagnant surroundings and for system
and noise specifications similar to those used in the present experiments, values of acceleration down to
about 1 000 m/s2 could be resolved. In the range of audiable frequencies, this corresponds to rather high
values of SPL. For ultrasonic applications on the other hand, e.g. f = 20–50 kHz, acoustic measurements
are quite feasible.
The situation is not so promising if the acoustic waves are embedded in a turbulent flowfield. In this
case the acceleration due to turbulence can easily exceed 105 m/s2 , which would generally dominate all
acoustic accelerations, except possibly for those originating from strong ultrasonic fields.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of J Helbig (DLR) in performing the experiments and developing the signal processing programs.
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